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Dear Peter and Lydia 

Please find attached the interested party submissions received by the ACCC concerning the substantive 
applications for authorisation lodged by DP World Australia and Patrick (the Parties). We expect to receive one 
more submission and will provide this to you as soon as it is available. 

You are invited to provide a response to the submissions from interested parties by 3 September 2010. 

Additionally, we would appreciate your response to the following questions: 

We understand that DP World Australia and Patrick will individually decide the price at which they will offer 
Port Slots. Do the Parties envisage that there will be differential pricing for Port Slots relative to the other 
types of slots available in the VBS? What factors will the Parties individually take into consideration when 
the determining the prices they will charge? 

Will data be collected about the operation of the VBS and dual run system more generally so that 
adjustments and improvements can be made to the system over time? Please provide details. 

Will the VBS be able to accommodate other container terminal operators who may commence operations 
at the Port of Fremantle in the future? 

We consider that a discussion with your client about these issues, and the proposed operation of the VBS 
more generally, would be worthwhile and wondered if a time could be arranged for the week commencing 30 
August? 

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any queries. 

Regards 

Sharon 
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